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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a comparative study of several tech-
niques that are applicable to the localization of the most
significant reflectors in an acoustic environment. It focuses
on subspace-based and steered beamformer-based localiza-
tion techniques and includes eigenbeam (EB)-ESPRIT, EB-
MUSIC, and EB-minimum variance distortionless response
(EB-MVDR) methods. The directions of arrival (DOAs) of
the sound sources and reflective surfaces in an acoustic en-
vironment are estimated from the acoustic images of rooms,
which are obtained using a microphone array. The applica-
bility of the presented methods in practice is confirmed by
experimental results from real measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

When microphone arrays are employed for sampling wave-
fields, signal processing of the microphone data may be used
for extracting parameters characterizing an acoustic environ-
ment. Acoustic source localization aims at extracting the lo-
calization information of one or several sound sources from
signals captured with an array of sensors. Spherical micro-
phone array signal processing has recently become an im-
portant technique in the application of 3D DOA estimation
[1, 2, 3]. The main reason is that the signal processing can
be performed using the elegant spherical harmonics (eigen-
beams, EB) for representation of acoustic wavefields.

In this work, we aim to accurately localize one source and
several dominant reflections in an enclosure from a single
measurement by using a spherical microphone array. In order
to obtain accurate DOA estimates, robust and high resolution
source localization algorithms are needed which are capa-
ble of localizing coherent sources. We present a compara-
tive study of several techniques to localize major reflectors in
an enclosure using subspace-based and steered beamformer-
based localization techniques based solely on the recorded
microphone signals. The knowledge of the DOAs of early re-
flections is of interest, e.g., for signal enhancement methods
such as dereverberation [4], 3D room geometry inference [5],
robust adaptive beamforming [6], and matched filter based
signal recovery [7].

In general, the steered beamformer-based localization
approach relies on scanning the room using, e.g., the EB-
MVDR beamformer [5] and localizing acoustic sources as
the peaks in an acoustic map that shows the output power
for each look-direction. On the other hand, subspace source
localization approaches perform an eigenvalue decomposi-
tion (EVD) of the covariance matrix constructed from the
microphone signals. By observing the eigenstructure of the
sensor covariance matrix, a signal or noise subspace can be

extracted and the position of the sound sources can be es-
timated. This class of localization algorithms include the
EB-MUSIC [2] and EB-ESPRIT [8, 9] algorithms. Subspace
based high resolution DOA estimation methods using spher-
ical arrays have been studied in [1, 10]. A major limitation of
these algorithms is that the number of sources must be known
a priori in order to obtain accurate results. Focusing matri-
ces and frequency smoothing techniques are employed to im-
prove the robustness of DOA estimation of coherent sources
[10].

Experimental results obtained by using an Eigenmike [3]
in a real room are used to compare the performance of the
various DOA estimation methods.

2. WAVEFIELD DECOMPOSITION AND
FREQUENCY SMOOTHING

Three-dimensional (3D) eigenbeam (EB) array processing is
based on the transformation of the original microphone sig-
nals into the EB domain (i.e., the spherical harmonics do-
main) using a spherical microphone array. After the transfor-
mation, the calculation of array manifold vectors in the EB
domain can be much simpler than in the traditional element-
space (corresponding to the microphone signals), and the in-
herently frequency-independent manifold vectors can be ob-
tained by decoupling and removing the frequency-dependent
components from the EB domain manifold vectors.

2.1 Spherical harmonic decomposition

In this section, the transformation of the original microphone
signals to the spherical harmonics (eigenbeam) domain is de-
scribed. In the following, a conventional spherical coordi-
nate system (r,θ ,φ ) is used, where r denotes the radius, and
θ and φ denote the elevation and azimuth angular displace-
ments in radians measured from the positive z-axis and x-axis
in Cartesian coordinates, respectively. Consider a spherical
microphone array consisting of M microphones located at a
radius a, and a plane wave with a unit amplitude and fre-
quency ω arriving at the array from direction Ωd = (θd ,φd).
The sound pressure at any microphone position Ωs = (θs,φs),
s = 1 . . .M, in the frequency domain can be written as

P(ka,Ωd ,Ωs) =
∞

∑
n=0

bn(ka)
n

∑
m=−n

[Y m
n (Ωd)]

∗Y m
n (Ωs), (1)

where k = ω/c and c is the speed of sound. The correspond-
ing expression in the spherical harmonics domain takes the
form

Pnm(ka,Ωd) = bn(ka)[Y m
n (Ωd)]

∗, (2)
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where Y m
n is the spherical harmonic of order n and degree m,

superscript ∗ denotes complex conjugation, and bn(ka) de-
pends on the sphere configuration, e.g., rigid or open sphere,
as described in [8]. Considering D plane waves impinging on
the microphone array from directions Ω1, . . . ,ΩD and adding
uncorrelated noise, the signal captured by the microphone at
a position Ωs can be written as

X(ka,Ωs) =
D

∑
d=1

P(ka,Ωd ,Ωs)Sd(k)+V (k,Ωs) (3)

where Sd(k) denotes the d-th source signal spectrum and

V (k,Ωs) is the additive noise spectrum.
Applying the n-th order spherical Fourier transformation

(see e.g., [8] for details), the spherical harmonics domain mi-
crophone signal Xnm(ka) is given by

Xnm(ka) =
D

∑
d=1

Pnm(ka,Ωd)Sd(k)+Vnm(k) (4)

where Vnm(k) denotes the spherical Fourier transform of the

noise. Finally, we can write the (N + 1)2 × 1 spherical har-
monics domain signal vector Xnm (where N is the largest or-
der considered), obtained by applying the spherical Fourier
transform to the microphone signal vector, as

Xnm(ka) = P̄nm(ka,Ω)S(k)+Vnm(k) (5)

where the (N + 1)2 × D associated manifold vector

P̄nm(ka,Ω) = [Pnm(ka,Ω1), . . . ,Pnm(ka,ΩD)] with each el-
ement defined as Pnm = [P

n(−n),Pn(−n+1), . . . ,Pn(n−1),Pnn],

S(k) = [S1(k), . . . ,SD(k)] is the D× 1 source signal spectra

vector, and Vnm(k) is the (N + 1)2 × 1 vector of the addi-

tive noise spectrum. The corresponding (N +1)2 × (N +1)2

spherical harmonics domain covariance matrix Rnm of Xnm

is given by

Rnm(ka) = E{Xnm(ka)XH
nm(ka)}, (6)

where E{.} denotes the statistical expectation and (.)H is the
Hermitian transpose.

2.2 Frequency smoothing

Many localization techniques suffer from severe perfor-
mance degradation in environments where interference
sources are highly correlated with the desired source, such
as is the case for our scenario where the direct path sig-
nal is coherent with its early reflections. For such signals
the reduction of the correlation between the desired sig-
nals and the interference signals can be achieved by us-
ing a frequency smoothing technique [5, 10]. As shown
in (2), the sound pressure representation can be separated
into the frequency-dependent mode amplitude bn(ka) and
the angular-dependent spherical harmonics, so that we can
rewrite the array manifold matrix in (5) as

P̄nm(ka,Ω) =Bn(ka)Y(Ω) (7)

where Bn(ka) = diag[b0,b1,b1,b1, . . . ,bN ] is an (N + 1)2 ×

(N +1)2 diagonal matrix and

Y(Ω) = [y(Ω1), . . . ,y(ΩD)] (8)

where

y(Ωd) = [Y 0
0 (Ωd),Y

−1
1 (Ωd),Y

0
1 (Ωd),Y

1
1 (Ωd), . . . ,Y

N
N (Ωd)].

Since the configuration of the spherical array is known, the
following focusing matrix T(kq) is obtained [5]

T(kq) =Bn(kqa)−1Bn(k0a) (9)

where k0 = ω0/c and ω0 is the focusing frequency. The fo-

cused and frequency-smoothed covariance matrix R̂nm(k0a)
is then given by

R̂nm(k0a) =
1

Q

Q

∑
q=1

T(kq)Rnm(kqa)TH(kq) (10)

where Q is the number of frequency bins over which such a
smoothing is performed.

3. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS

The EB-MVDR beamformer, EB-MUSIC, and EB-ESPRIT
which were used for estimating the DOAs of the direct signal
and its reflections are briefly described in this section.

3.1 EB-MVDR

For the estimation of DOAs corresponding to the original
source and reflected signals, the room is scanned using the
EB-MVDR beamformer and the output power for each look-
direction is plotted to form an acoustic map of the environ-
ment. The locations of the peaks of the acoustic map deter-
mine the estimated DOAs.

The focused and frequency smoothed EB-MVDR beam-
former aims to minimize the output power subject to a dis-
tortionless constraint on the beamformer response in the look
direction. The cost function is written as [5]

min
Wnm

WH
nm(k0)R̂nm(k0a)Wnm(k0)

subject, to

WH
nm(k0)Pnm(k0a,Ωl) =

4π

M
, (11)

where Ωl is the beamformer look direction. Note that a uni-
form sampling over the sphere is assumed here, and thus the
output amplitude for the spherical harmonics domain array
processing is higher than for the conventional element-space
domain by a factor of 4π/M [2]. Using the method of La-
grange multipliers to solve (11), the solutions for the array
weight vector and the output power spectrum are

Wnm(k0) =
R̂−1

nm(k0a)Pnm(k0a,Ωl)

PH
nm(k0a,Ωl)R̂

−1
nm(k0a)Pnm(k0a,Ωl)

(12)

and

ZMVDR(k0,Ωl) =
1

PH
nm(k0a,Ωl)R̂

−1
nm(k0a)Pnm(k0a,Ωl)

, (13)

respectively.
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3.2 EB-MUSIC

EB-MUSIC is a simple DOA estimation method with high
resolution. The EB-MUSIC spectrum can be computed as
[2]

ZMUSIC(k0,Ω) =
1

PH
nm(k0a,Ω)E(k0)VE

H
V
(k0)Pnm(k0a,Ω)

,

(14)
where the columns of the matrix EV (k0) are the eigenvectors

of matrix R̂nm(k0a) associated with the (N +1)2 −D small-
est eigenvalues, which may be conveniently calculated using

an eigenvalue decomposition of R̂nm(k0a), forming the noise
subspace. Peaks in the MUSIC spectrum, which is as a func-
tion of Ω, indicate the DOAs of the plane waves.

3.3 EB-ESPRIT

The computational cost of EB-MUSIC is still quite high due
to the fact that a full 2D/3D spatial spectrum computation
and peak searching are necessary. On the other hand, EB-
ESPRIT can reduce the computational cost since it automat-
ically provides the closed-form source localization solutions
[8]. An EB-ESPRIT matrix is constructed based on the sig-
nal subspace of the signal covariance matrix in the EB do-
main, and an EB-ESPRIT equation can be formulated based
on a displacement invariance structure of circular harmon-
ics or a recurrence relation for spherical harmonics, which
can be easily solved in the sense of total least squares [1].
Then, by computing the eigenvalues of the solution of the
EB-ESPRIT equation, the DOA information can be directly
obtained from the phases and amplitudes of the eigenvalues
[8] as follows

θd = tan−1 |µd |, (15)

φd = arg(µd). (16)

where µd , d = 1, . . . ,D, are the eigenvalues.
Improvements to several issues that occur in practical im-

plementations of the spherical array EB-ESPRIT algorithm
were proposed in [9]. Such improvements include the use the
condition number of the EB-ESPRIT matrix as a robustness
measure, the use of the Wigner-D eigenbeam space rotation
[2] technique to avoid the ill-conditioning of the matrix and
improve the robustness, and the application of the manifold
vector extension technique [11] to address the problem of lo-
calization of large source numbers.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF DOA
ESTIMATION

In order to compare the performance of the three methods,
experimental measurements were carried out in a rectangular
room with a T60 of about 900ms. Fig. 1 shows the dimen-
sions of the room and the measurement setup. The height of
the room is 3.02m and a spherical array was placed centrally
in the room at a height of 1.41m. A white noise signal was
played back via a loudspeaker that was placed at approxi-
mately (90◦,0◦) relative to the array. The microphone sig-
nals were recorded and then processed offline. The signal to
noise ratio (SNR) was approximately 21dB and the sampling
rate was 44.1kHz.

The Eigenmiker [3] microphone array was used for the
experiments. It has a radius of 0.042m and consists of 32
well-calibrated high-quality microphones placed on the sur-
face of a rigid sphere.

LS Array

Wall 1

Wall 2

Wall 3

Wall 4

φ

5.56m

7.10m

2.68m

3.47m

10.52m

Figure 1: Experimental setup.

To verify the performance of the aforementioned algo-
rithms for reflection localization, the results were compared
with the ‘ground truth’ DOA values. The ‘ground truth’ is
based on the manually measured dimensions of the room,
the positions of the loudspeaker and spherical array. These
were fed into the CATT acoustics room simulation software
[12] which provided the DOAs of the reflections relative to
the array axis. Only reflections of up to second order were
considered.

Table 1: Ground truth DOAs (θref,φref) [degrees]

Ref. Roof Floor Wall 2 Wall 3 Wall 4

(90◦,0◦) (41◦,0◦) (135◦,0◦) (90◦,69◦) (90◦,180◦) (90◦,293◦)

The EB-MVDR and EB-MUSIC with frequency smooth-
ing and a focusing frequency 4.5kHz (k0a = 3.5) were used
with an angular resolution of 1 degree. The frequency
smoothing range used is 1.3kHz to 4.5kHz, i.e., ka ∈ [1,3.5].
Diagonal loading [13, 14] and noise pre-whitening at low
frequencies were employed to improve the algorithm robust-
ness. Additionally, the power spectra (acoustic maps) were
also compared with those of the narrowband EB-MVDR ob-
tained by using (6) in (11) for ka = 3.5 and the narrowband
EB-MUSIC, i.e., the columns of the matrix EV in (14) are
eigenvectors of (6) for ka = 3.5.

Fig. 2a depicts the localization results for the narrowband
EB-MVDR and Fig. 2b depicts the results for EB-MVDR
with frequency smoothing. The peaks on the 2D acoustic
maps correspond to the DOAs of the sound source and its
reflections. The EB-MVDR with frequency smoothing has
significantly higher resolution than the narrowband MVDR
which suffers from the self-cancellation of the sources [6].
Up to six sources, i.e., the direct sound and five first order re-
flections, in the room can be well localized by the EB-MVDR
with frequency smoothing.

Fig. 3a depicts the localization results for the narrow-
band EB-MUSIC and Fig. 3b depicts the results for EB-
MUSIC with frequency smoothing. The peaks on the pre-
sented acoustic maps also clearly correspond to the DOAs of
the sound source and its reflections. The EB-MUSIC with
frequency smoothing has significantly higher resolution than
the narrowband EB-MUSIC. Comparing Fig. 2b and 3b the
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Figure 2: Localization results for a) narrowband EB-MVDR
and (b) EB-MVDR with frequency smoothing
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Figure 3: Localization results for a) narrowband EB-MUSIC
and (b) EB-MUSIC with frequency smoothing.

results of the algorithms are similar, although the resolution
of the EB-MUSIC acoustic map is slightly higher if the num-
ber of sources is known. As the exact number of significant
reflections is typically unknown in practice, this may lead to
a strong performance degradation. It is important to note that
EB-MUSIC requires the number of sources as input. There-
fore, since the results of the two are comparable, the EB-
MVDR with frequency smoothing is the preferable choice
since it is robust and does not require any knowledge about
the number of sources as input.

Table 2: DOA estimates, (θ̂ , φ̂) [degrees], for EB-MVDR
and EB-ESPRIT (NB: Narrowband, FS: Frequency Smooth-
ing)

EB-MVDR EB-MUSIC

Ref. FS NB FS NB

(90◦,0◦) (89◦,358◦) (88◦,358◦) (91◦,359◦) (92◦,359◦)

(41◦,0◦) (39◦,358◦) (37◦,9◦) (38◦,356◦) (40◦,2◦)

(135◦,0◦) (134◦,355◦) (149◦,29◦) (138◦,356◦) (144◦,359◦)

(90◦,69◦) (87◦,69◦) - (88◦,61◦) -

(90◦,180◦) (90◦,181◦) (92◦,179◦) (85◦,189◦) (92◦,172◦)

(90◦,293◦) (81◦,298◦) - (91◦,301◦) (95◦,255◦)

Table 2 shows the localization results for the EB-MVDR
and EB-MUSIC (both the narrowband (NB) and frequency
smoothed (FS) DOA estimation results). For convenience of
comparison the first column again shows the DOAs of the
’ground truth’ reference. It is clear that only the algorithms
which use frequency smoothing can localize up to six reflec-
tions or more and have higher accuracy.

In order to have a clearer view of the accuracy of the al-
gorithms, the angular deviation from the ’ground truth’ was

computed by θdev = |θref − θ̂ | and φdev = |φref − φ̂ |. Table 3
shows that the DOA deviations for the localization proce-
dures. Taking the measurement errors and the random er-
rors prevalent in a real microphone array into consideration,
the deviation in the DOA estimation is acceptable, especially
when one considers the first three to four reflections. It
should also be noted that, in general, the angular deviation
tends to increase with decreasing power of the reflected sig-
nal, as shown in Table 4.

Table 3: DOA deviation, (θdev,φdev) [degrees], from ’ground
truth’

EB-MVDR EB-MUSIC

FS NB FS NB

(1◦,2◦) (2◦,2◦) (1◦,1◦) (2◦,1◦)

(2◦,2◦) (4◦,9◦) (3◦,4◦) (1◦,2◦)

(1◦,5◦) (14◦,29◦) (3◦,4◦) (9◦,1◦)

(0◦,1◦) (2◦,1◦) (5◦,9◦) (2◦,8◦)

(9◦,5◦) - (1◦,8◦) (5◦,38◦)

(3◦,0◦) - (2◦,8◦) -

EB-ESPRIT was also used to localize sources, for which
the frequency smoothing range was 2kHz to 3kHz. This re-
sulted in two dominant coherent signals, i.e., the direct sound
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Table 4: DOA deviation, (θdev,φdev) [degrees], and output
power ZMVDR of the EB-MVDR with frequency smoothing,
normalized to the power of the direct path

(θdev,φdev) (1◦,2◦) (2◦,2◦) (1◦,5◦) (0◦,1◦) (9◦,5◦) (3◦,0◦)

ZMVDR [dB] 0 -5.14 -5.2 -6.16 -7.55 -7.85

and the reflection from wall 2. Since most of the sources are
distributed at the π/2-plane, it is difficult to localize them
due to the inherent ill-conditioning issue explained in [9].
By tilting the coordinate system by 45◦ using the Wigner-D
weighting (θ +45, φ ), it is possible to find DOAs which cor-
respond to the direct sound and one reflection (from the front
wall) as shown in Table 5. By tilting the spherical coordinate,
the EB-ESPRIT algorithm is able to localize the direct sound
and one reflection fairly accurately, but still finds it difficult
to localize more reflections due to the high reverberation in
the room. Therefore, this localization algorithm is not well
suited for localization of multiple reflections in a reverberant
room.

Table 5: DOA [degrees] results for EB-ESPRIT

Ref. EB-ESPRIT Deviation

(45◦, 0◦) (44◦, 356◦) (1◦,4◦)

(135◦, 180◦) (136◦, 175◦) (1◦,5◦)

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a comparative study of beamforming-based
and subspace-based localization techniques for DOA esti-
mation of room reflections has been presented. EB-MUSIC
and EB-MVDR techniques were shown to be applicable to
localizing multiple room reflections from just one measure-
ment using a spherical microphone array. Furthermore, fre-
quency smoothing increases both accuracy and robustness of
the presented algorithms. The EB-MVDR was shown to give
comparable resolution and accuracy as the well tuned EB-
MUSIC. Moreover, it does not require any knowledge about
the number of sources as input. Although EB-ESPRIT has
been shown to successfully localize the direct signal and one
reflection fairly accurately, it is not suitable for the localiza-
tion of many reflections.
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